CHAPTER XV EVAPORATION AND CONDENSATION
Introduction.—The presence of water vapor in the atmosphere is of such vital importance in the economy of Nature, and the source of so many phenomena, as to demand a study of, among other things: evaporation, by which the- vapor is gotten into and rendered a portion of the •atmosphere, mainly from free surfaces, but also from vegetation and damp soil; and condensation, by which, in various forms, it is removed from the air.
EVAPORATION
Evaporation, the process by which a liquid becomes a vapor, or gas, is a result of the kinetic energy of the individual molecules. Some of the molecules at or near the surface have such velocities and directions that they escape from the liquid, and thus become an integral part of the surrounding gas or atmosphere; and as the chance of escape, other things remaining equal, increases with the velocity, it follows (a) that the average kinetic energy of the escaping molecules is greater than that of the remaining ones, or that evaporation decreases the temperature of a liquid, and (6) that the rate of evaporation increases with increase of temperature.
Just as the kinetic energy of some of the molecules of the liquid carries them into the adjacent space, so, too, the kinetic energy of some of the molecules of the gaseous phase causes them to penetrate into, and thus become a part of, the liquid. In reality, therefore, evaporation from, and condensation onto, the surface of a liquid, though necessarily taking place by discrete molecular units, practically are continuous processes whose ratio may have any value whatever. As popularly used, however, and even as very commonly used, scientifically, the term "evaporation" refers to the net loss of a liquid, and "condensation" to its net gain; so that, in this sense, both are said to be zero when, as a matter of fact, they are only equal to each other.
In the sense of net loss, which admits of accurate measurement, evaporation has been the subject of numerous investigations. Vegetation, soil, and the free water surface, each offers its own peculiar and numerous evaporation problems. In what follows, however, only the free surface will be considered.
Evaporation into Still Air: a. From Tubes.—The rate of loss of a liquid, by evaporation and diffusion, through a tube of fixed length and
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